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Abstract: This paper presents an algorithm for solving the power flow (PF) problem of droop-
regulated AC microgrids (DRACMs) operating in isolated mode. These systems are based on radial
distribution networks without having a slack bus to facilitate conventional computations. Moreover,
distributed generation units have to distribute the power and voltage regulation among themselves
as a function of operating frequency and voltage droop rather than having a slack bus that regulates
voltage and power demands. Based on the conventional backward/forward sweep algorithm (BFS),
the proposed method is a derivative-free PF algorithm. To manage the absence of a slack bus in the
system, the BFS algorithm introduces new loops, equations, and self-adaptation procedures to its
computation procedures. A comparison is presented between the proposed BFS algorithm and other
state-of-the-art PF algorithms, as well as PSCAD/EMTDC. In comparison to existing algorithms,
the proposed approach is fast, simple, accurate, and easy to implement, and it can be considered an
effective tool for planning and analyzing islanded DRACMs.

Keywords: islanded AC microgrid; backward/forward sweep algorithm; distributed generation;
self-adaptation; power flow

1. Introduction

Load flow analysis has been required for the investigation, usual operation, control,
and optimization of any distribution system. Tools and programs of load flow analysis
have been in use for the operation and planning of distribution systems [1]. In system
restoration and reconfiguration studies, load flow analysis tools have also been used [2].
For transmission systems, various classical load flow algorithms such as Gauss–Seidel,
Newton–Raphson, and its variant the fast decoupled method have been proposed [3–7].
On the other hand, they become ineffective if the distribution system is ill-conditioned [8,9].
The BFS algorithm is preferable in such cases, as it is typically implemented for weakly
meshed and radial distribution systems [9]. The computational equations of BFS are based
on circuit laws such as KCL and KVL [9–11].

Due to the increased penetration of DGs in the distribution system, power can now
flow in both directions which adds new dimensions to distribution system analysis [12]. A
cluster of DGs can also behave as microgrids (MGs) and can also supply the required power
for the demands of local loads without any assistance from the main grid. In other words,
the operation of networks with DGs as microgrids (MGs) can provide a high reliability and
efficiency in the distribution network in view of their islanded abilities. To ensure sufficient
stability in an islanded microgrid (MG) mode of operation, the method of droop regulation
is widely used. The droop regulation approach is comparatively simple and only consists
of two equations of the droop function. In the droop regulation approach, a DG’s generated
real power can be modulated by its constant frequency droop coefficient, mP, following
the equation4 f = mP4Pg, which shows that any modification of the system frequency
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will produce a proportional shift of the active power generation in each DG [13]. Similarly,
the second equation,4V = nQ4Qg, implies that a shift of the bus voltage would cause a
proportionate adjustment in the reactive power generation in DGs according to the voltage
droop coefficient, nQ. These equations ensure that the difficulty of regulating the active
and reactive load demand is easily tackled by shared loads in inverse proportion to the
droop coefficients of all the DGs without using communication links.

MGs can operate in islanded mode when the system load is quite low; however,
they return to the grid-connected mode when the system load surpasses the generation
capacities of the connected DGs. A grid-connected MG is operated differently than an
island-connected MG. For grid-connected DGs, the main grid regulates the system fre-
quency for all DGs in a distribution system and can also be modeled as slack buses that
provide the necessary energy to the system for compensating the extra burden from local
loads and losses, while the buses connected to DGs are modeled as PQ buses that consider
the generated power as a negative load. In this situation, conventional algorithms are
applied for efficiently solving PF problems. There are two main classes of algorithms based
on the Jacobian matrix requirement: (1) methods that use Jacobian matrices, such as the
fast decoupled load flow and Newton–Raphson methods; and (2) approaches that avoid
Jacobian matrices, such as backward/forward sweep (BFS) and approaches using node
equations [14,15].

The droop characteristics of buses that are connected to DGs prevent them from being
modeled as PV, PQ, or even slack buses in IDRACMs. Fast decoupled, Gauss–Seidel,
Newton–Raphson, and BFS methods are conventional models of load flow that cannot
cope with frequency as a variable, making them ineffective when it comes to the load flow
problems of islanded MGs. Additionally, a change in the frequency of a system changes
the impedance as well. It has been attempted in the literature to solve this problem by
modifying different conventional PF techniques. These modifications were highlighted
in [12,16], which employed them to resolve the load flow issue encountered with droop-
controlled islanded MGs. The authors did not consider the droop equations in their
procedures to define the slack, PQ, and PV buses, which was previously reported in [17].
The Newton trust-region algorithm was extended by Abdelaziz et al. [17] to accommodate
DG droop characteristics when operating in the islanded mode. A nonlinear equation for
the solution of the load flow problem is derived from the modeling of the droop, PV, and PQ
buses. In [18], a modified Newton–Raphson (MNR) method took the droop characteristics
of DGs into account when modifying Newton–Raphson. Slack buses were not required in
this algorithm, and buses connected to droop-controlled DGs were treated as droop buses.
This algorithm was accurate, but it required the inverse of the Jacobian matrix, which is
computationally intensive.

Hence, the conventional procedure of the BFS algorithm needs to be revised in order
to solve the load flow problem of IDRACMs. A recently published article in [19] considered
several types of DGs, as well as the buses that were connected to these DGs. However,
the algorithm could only be applied when the MG was grid-connected. An optimized
direct backward/forward sweep (DBFS) algorithm was introduced in [20] for solving the
islanded droop-controlled MG load flow problem. PQ buses were used to handle DGs in
the proposed methodology. The magnitude of the voltage on one of the DG buses, however,
was also selected as a global variable, similarly to the frequency.

A revised variant of the conventional BFS was presented in [21] to deal with the
DG’s droop and the lack of a reference bus. A virtual bus was attached to one of the
DG buses and utilized as a reference bus. To achieve zero PF through VB after the BFS
algorithm had converged, we needed to adjust the magnitude and frequency of the voltage
in the section. Refs. [20,21] presented BFS algorithms that did not take into account
DG droop characteristics and followed conventional algorithms. In both algorithms, the
droop characteristics of DGs were only considered in the post-BFS step to update the
reactive and real DG power generation, which decelerated the algorithm’s convergence
(voltage magnitude of DG buses and system frequency). In Table 1, we summarize recently
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published algorithms based on the above-mentioned three categories: optimization-based
algorithms, Jacobian-based algorithms, and non-Jacobian algorithms.

Table 1. A summary of major PF algorithms of islanded DRACMs proposed recently.

Ref., Year Title

Optimization-based PF algorithm

[22], 2020 A Calculation Method for Three-Phase Power Flow in Micro-Grid Based on Smooth
Function

[23], 2021 Power flow analysis of islanded microgrids: a differential evolution approach

Jacobian-based PF algorithm

[24], 2020 A decoupled extended power flow analysis based on Newton-Raphson method for
islanded microgrids

[25], 2020 A Nested-Iterative Newton-Raphson based Power Flow Formulation for Droop-based
Islanded Microgrids

[26], 2020 Load flow calculation for droop-controlled islanded microgrids based on direct
Newton–Raphson method with step size optimization

[27], 2020 Power flow approach based on the S-iteration process

[28], 2021 An Inversion-Free Robust Power-Flow Algorithm for Microgrids

[29], 2022 Comprehensive enhanced Newton Raphson approach for power flow analysis in
droop-controlled islanded AC microgrids

[30], 2022 A novel three-phase unbalanced power flow solution for islanded microgrids with
distributed generations under droop controls

[31], 2022 An algorithm for power flow analysis in isolated hybrid energy microgrid considering DG
droop model and virtual impedance control loop

Non-Jacobian-based PF algorithm

[32], 2020 A Backward/Forward Method for Solving Load Flows in Droop-Controlled Microgrids

[33], 2020 An inversion-free sparse Zbus power flow algorithm for large-scale droop controlled
islanded microgrids

[34], 2021 An efficient iterative approach for power flow solution of droop-controlled islanded AC
microgrids through conventional methods

[35], 2022 An Accurate Power Flow Method for Microgrids with Conventional Droop Control

[36], 2022 MANA-Based Load-Flow Solution for Islanded AC Microgrids

In this paper, we develop a modified variant of the BFS algorithm to enhance the
convergence for the PF problem of islanded MGs. A major barrier to implementing conven-
tional PF algorithms such as the BFS algorithm is the lack of a slack bus that can establish
the voltage reference to be used in the algorithm for updating bus voltages and the distribu-
tion of power (summation of load and losses) by droop-controlled DGs. Due to the lack of
a reference bus, the DGs provide the balance reactive power while allowing for fluctuations
in the voltage of the buses.

Our method, however, remains simplistic after compensating for these issues. Unlike
the conventional backward sweep, droop equations are considered in the backward sweep
for calculating branch currents. We also modify the forward sweep to provide stability
for the significant changes in voltage steps due to the changes in voltage levels. After the
modified BFS algorithm has converged, we update the reference bus voltage and frequency.
When the new voltage and frequency settings are introduced, the modified BFS algorithm
is applied until the reference bus can meet its droop condition. The proposed algorithm
effectively incorporates the droop parameters into the forward and backward sweeps to
account for droop characteristics. The popular non-Jacobian PF algorithms, such as ABFS,
DBFS, and MBFS, are compared with the proposed algorithm. To assess the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm, we also included Jacobian-type algorithms, PSCAD/EMTC, as
part of the comparison analysis.
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2. Modeling of Microgrid Components

For IDRACM, accurate models of the DGs and the loads are required to solve the PF
problem effectively. Here, we discuss the mathematical models of systems loads and DGs
utilized in this study.

2.1. Model of Line Impedance

In MGs, the lines are generally considered to be unbalanced. The equivalent reduced
branch circuit can be estimated in an unbalanced case by Kron’s reduction and Carson’s
equations. Since the operating frequency is not constant in the system, we have to consider
frequency dependencies in the impedance model. We can express the line impedance
between buses i and j, [Zabc

ij ], using the following equation:

[Zabc
ij (w)] =

Zaa−n
ij (w) Zab−n

ij (w) Zac−n
ij (w)

Zba−n
ij (w) Zbb−n

ij (w) Zbc−n
ij (w)

Zca−n
ij (w) Zcb−n

ij (w) Zcc−n
ij (w)

. (1)

where Zst−n
ij (s, t ∈ {a, b, c}) represents the line impedance between phases s and t of buses

i and j, taking into account the neutral line. Here, w represents the operating frequency of
the system.

2.2. System Load Voltage Dependency Model

Based on the system operating frequency characteristics and its static voltage depen-
dency, the magnitude of the active and reactive load at bus i can be defined as follows:

Pl,i =P0
l,i

(
ap,i + bp,i|Vi|+ cp,i|Vi|2 + dp,i|Vi|ep,i

)
Ql,i =Q0

l,i

(
aq,i + bq,i|Vi|+ cq,i|Vi|2 + dq,i|Vi|eq,i

)
,

(2)

where ap,i, bp,i, cp,i, dp,i, ep,i, aq,i, bq,i, cq,i, dq,i, and eq,i are referred to as load coefficients,
which satisfy the following equation.

ap,i + bp,i + cp,i + dp,i + ep,i = 1

aq,i + bq,i + cq,i + dq,i + eq,i = 1
(3)

The values P0
l,i and Q0

l,i indicate the nominal active and reactive loads, respectively.

2.3. Droop-Regulated Distributed Generations Model

Microgrids connected to the grid can utilize DGs to supply constant active and reactive
power to satisfy local load requirements. Similar to conventional power systems, a slack
bus (main grid) provides or observes the difference between a DG’s generated power and
total load demands. Consequently, the system’s frequency and voltage at the slack bus
are constantly maintained during operation. Accordingly, buses connected to DGs can be
modeled as PV or PQ buses, just like traditional systems. The following reasons prevent us
from modeling the DG’s buses as PV or PQ buses in islanded operations.

(i) An absence of a slack bus in the system.
(ii) Due to their small size, any of the DGs cannot act as a slack bus to regulate and

maintain a constant system frequency.
(iii) Mismatches between power production and demand could lead to deviations in

voltage and frequency to reduce the mismatch to zero.
(iv) The absence of a reference for the frequency and voltage as there is no main grid.

Therefore, slack buses should not be taken into account when solving the PF problem
for IDRACMs. To formulate the PF problem without slack buses, a new droop-controlled
bus must be developed for islanded MGs. Consequently, when the DG bus has a constant
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power factor and constant voltage, a new droop bus is formulated for both the PQ and
PV buses. The droop characteristics of controllers can be used to calculate the power-
sharing between DG sources on these droop buses. In conventional networks, large
synchronous generators perform similarly. Increases in active power and reactive power
result in decreases in frequency and voltage amplitude, respectively, according to the droop
controller characteristics. In the following droop-controlled bus, the PFs for active, reactive,
and apparent power can be determined as follows:

S = E∠δ

(
(E∠δ−V)∗

Z∠θ

)
, (4)

where V and E represent the voltage at the common bus and output of the inverter,
respectively; δ represents the angle between V and E; and Z and θ represent the line
impedance’s magnitude and phase angle, respectively. By assuming a small value of θ,
active and reactive power can be estimated by the following equations.

P =
V
Z
((Ecos δ−V)cos θ + Eδsin θ) (5)

Q =
V
Z
((Ecos δ−V)sin θ + Eδcos θ) (6)

Due to the coupling inductor at the converter output, the output impedance of the
converter is primarily inductive. Therefore, θ is close to 90◦. Consequently, we can simplify
Equations (5) and (6) to,

P =
V
Z

Eδ, (7)

Q =
V
Z
(E−V) (8)

The active power varies with the power angle, while the reactive power varies with the
voltage magnitude as shown in Equations (7) and (8). This allows the active and reactive
power to be adjusted independently by adjusting the output voltage and frequency of
the inverter.

According to the (P− ω) and (Q−V) droop controls, Equations (7) and (8) can be
redefined as follows.

ω = ω∗ − SpP, (9)

V = V∗ − SqQ, (10)

where V∗ and ω∗ represent the nominal voltage magnitude and nominal operating fre-
quency, respectively; Sq and Sp denote the reactive and active power static droop gains,
respectively. Sq and Sp are calculated as follows.

Sq =
4V

QDGmax

, (11)

Sp =
4ω

PDGmax

, (12)

where4w and4V denote the maximum permissible deviation of frequency and voltage,
respectively; QDGmax and PDGmax denote the maximum reactive and active capacities of the
DG unit, respectively.

The following equations must be satisfied in order to share the load among DG units
according to droop control.

Sp,1PDG,1max = Sp,2PDG,2max = . . . = Sp,iPDG,imax (13)

Sq,1QDG,1max = Sq,2QDG,2max = . . . = Sq,iQDG,imax (14)
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The active and reactive power output of a DG, operating with droop control, can be
calculated as follows.

PDG,i =
1

Sp,i
(ω∗ −ω) (15)

QDG,i =
1

Sq,i
(V∗i −Vi) (16)

3. Adaptive Backward/Forward Sweep Algorithm (ABFS)

There are three parts to the proposed algorithm: (1) revised backward sweep, (2)
revised forward sweep, and (3) frequency and reference voltage update. Prior to moving
into these steps, predefined parameters must be initialized in order to calculate PF variables’
initial values.

3.1. Initialization

An angle reference (AR) bus is selected as the first step of the initialization. After that,
all buses’ frequencies and voltages are set to 1 pu. Both loops have a tolerance value of
1× 10−8.

3.2. Modified Backward Sweep

A conventional BFS algorithm starts with a backward sweep. Using the bus voltage
as a known variable, this sweep computes the current of each branch. In addition to
the apparent power, the voltages on the buses, and the reference voltage are all used for
calculating the branch currents. The apparent injected power of PQ buses can be calculated
using the following equation:

Si = Pi + jQi = (Pg,i − Pl,i) + j(Qg,i −Ql,i) (17)

The generation of active and reactive power at droop buses, however, is dependent on
the system frequency and bus voltage. Droop buses are calculated using different equations
shown in Equations (15)–(17):

Si =

(
Po

g,i +
1

Sp,i
(wo − w)− Pl,i

)
+ j

(
Qo

g,i +
1

Sq,i
(|Vo| − |Vi|)−Ql,i

)
(18)

The apparent power is later used to determine the bus current using the follow-
ing equation:

Ii =

(
Si
Vi

)∗
(19)

In order to calculate branch currents, the bus currents are added backward from the
lower buses to the reference bus. This procedure can be expressed as follows:

[Iij] = [BIBC][Ii] (20)

where the transformation matrix BIBC is defined in [37].

3.3. Modified Forward Sweep

By utilizing the estimated branch current of the backward sweep, the conventional BFS
algorithm recalculates the bus voltages. As part of this step, branch currents and branch
impedances are taken into account for calculating voltages from the AR bus (except the AR
bus) to downstream buses. As a result, bus voltages can also be determined using branch
impedance, reference voltage, and branch current, as shown in the equation below.

[V] = [Vre f ]− [BCBV][Iij] (21)
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where BCBV represents a transformation matrix, and its calculation is outlined in [37].
Here, the calculation of voltages using branch currents requires BCBV. Moreover, [V] and
[Vre f ] are the bus voltages from buses 2 to N and the AR bus, respectively.

After implementing the droop buses in the backward sweep, the current obtained may
be high in some cases. As a result, the updated voltage may be far from the equilibrium
value and the algorithm may diverge from the solution. To overcome this issue, a decelerate
parameter must be introduced in the voltage update equation. Therefore, after introducing
the deceleration parameter, β, the voltage update equation becomes:

[V]k+1 = (1− β)[V]k + β([Vre f ]− [BCBV][Iij]) (22)

where the value of β must be in the range 0 to 1. k represents the iteration index used in the
BFS algorithm.

3.4. Frequency and Reference Voltage Update

Essentially, this is a step that is used to correct the frequency and voltage of the AR
bus. In islanded MGs, the system frequency and voltage of the AR bus are considered
global variables. Thus, it is necessary to recalculate these values once the BFS algorithm
has converged.

In addition to being a droop bus, the AR bus operates as an upstream bus as well. At
equilibrium, the AR bus must also satisfy its droop characteristics. The voltage and system
frequency of the AR bus are recalculated according to the mismatch in droop characteristics.
With droop-controlled MGs, the system frequency is determined by all DGs’ active power-
sharing, implying that each DG acts as one unit and has a corresponding frequency droop.
Based on the following equation, we can calculate the equivalent droop of the system.

Sp,equ = ∑
iεDB

Sp,i (23)

where DB is a set of all droop buses.
Then, the new system frequency can be calculated using the following equation.

wm+1 = wo − Sp,equ

(
∑

kεDB
(Po

g,k − Pm+1
g,k )

)
(24)

where m represents the loop index. A loop is different from an iteration in the sense that
each loop may have many iterations. Due to the change in system frequency, the line
reactances should also be modified as follows.

Xm+1
ij = wm+1Lij (25)

The AR bus voltage is updated using the net imbalance of the AR bus voltage droop,
4V. We can calculate4V using Equation (26). A voltage update is then performed using
Equation (27):

4Vm+1 = (Vo − |VAR|m) + Sq,AR

(
Qo

g,AR −Qm+1
g,AR

)
(26)

Vm+1
re f = Vm

re f + α4Vm+1 (27)

where α is another deceleration factor having values between 0.3 to 1. The parameters
of ABFS, α, and β are adapted using the simplex method, where the objective function is
defined as the sum of all mismatches in the PF equations. The flow chart of the proposed
algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of ABFS.

The main steps of ABFS are as follows:

Step 1: First, we determine the initial operating conditions of the MG. We set all PF variables
as follows: ω = ω∗, Vi = V∗i , ∀i ∈ Sdroop and Vj = 1, Sj = 0, ∀j ∈ SPQ. Then, we
select a droop bus as an AR bus, and the other parameters, such as loads and lines, are
initialized on their predefined values.

Step 2: In this step, we apply ABFS to solve the power flow problem at the given ω value.
Step 3: We update the bus voltage of the AR bus and system frequency based on the

obtained solution in the previous step. For this purpose, we utilize Equations (24)
and (27).

Step 4: Then, we check the droop characteristics of the AR bus. If the obtained bus voltage
and generated power of the AR bus are not satisfying its droop characteristics, we
repeat steps 2 and 3. Otherwise, we return the previously obtained solution as the
final solution.

4. Validation of Proposed Algorithm

In this section, the applicability of the proposed algorithm, NBSF, is validated on a
small six-bus test system [17]. The test system is shown in Figure 2. This system is small
and therefore can easily be simulated in the environment of the well-accepted simulation
tool PSCAD/EMTDC. Therefore, to illustrate the accuracy of results obtained using the
proposed algorithm, the results were compared with those obtained from the time-domain
model [38,39] of the test system. NBSF was realized in MATLAB for solving the load flow
problem. The time-domain model of the test system was simulated in PSCAD/EMTDC
software and the required system data are given in Table 2. The obtained results of these
methods are reported in Table 3. It is clearly seen from Table 3 that the maximum error
between these two methods was much smaller. However, to achieve the final solution,
NBSF took an execution time of approximately 0.009 s which was much less compared to
the required simulation time of PSCAD. The agreement between the solutions obtained
from both methods proved the accuracy of NBSF and significantly reduced the execution
time to achieve the final solution proving the efficiency of NBSF in solving the PF problem
of IDRACMs.

Further, to show the weakness of other backward–forward sweep algorithms (viz.,
DBFS and MBFS) in case of application to IDRACMs, a detailed comparison of the perfor-
mance of ABFS, DBFS, and MBFS is also discussed in the next section.
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Figure 2. Six-bus MG [17].

Table 2. Data required for modeling the six-bus test system in the time domain.

1/Sp 1/Sq w∗ V∗

(rad/s/W) (V/VAR) (rad/s) (V)

9.4× 10−5 1.3× 10−3 377 127

Line parameters

From bus To bus Rline (Ω) Lline (mH)

1 2 0.43 0.32
1 4 0.30 0.35
2 5 0.20 0.25
2 3 0.15 1.84
3 6 0.05 0.05

Load parameter

Bus number Rload (Ω) Lload (mH)

1 6.95 12.20
3 5.01 9.40

Table 3. Validation of obtained result of the six-bus test system.

Bus
Voltage Magnitude (V) Angle (rad)

PSCAD NICINR PSCAD NICINR

1 121.92 121.92 0.0078 0.0078
2 123.51 123.51 −0.0013 −0.0013
3 122.42 122.42 −0.0388 −0.0389
4 125.37 125.37 0.0065 0.0065
5 125.74 125.74 0 * 0 *
6 123.11 123.10 −0.0420 −0.0421

Err. 0.0081% 0.26%

Freq. 376.6645 376.6645

Time 172 s 0.009 s

*: Angle Reference bus.
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5. Comparison with DBFS and MBFS

Here, we compare the proposed algorithm’s outcome with that of MBFS [21] and
DBFS [20] for a 33-bus radial distribution test system, named case33. In order to make a fair
comparison, we directly used the test settings and droop parameters from [20,21]. Further-
more, we also took the results of PSCAD/EMTDC into consideration for the evaluation.

In Table 4, we depict the results of ABFS and PSCAD/EMTDC along with results
presented in [20,21]. We set each DG’s nominal power setting at 0.9 + j0.9 per unit for a
fair comparison. Table 4 reports the apparent power that was calculated by taking the
sum of the nominal power and the power generated by the droop-based DG. The results
of Table 4 show that all algorithms achieved similar system frequencies, whereas the bus
voltage magnitudes differed. To emphasize the significance of this result, we report the
real, reactive, and maximum voltage magnitudes mismatch in Table 4. To calculate the
mismatch, we took PSCAD/EMTDC’s result as the true solution to the PF problem. In
Table 4, it is evident that the ABFS’s solution was more comparable to PSCAD/EMTDC
than to other methods as follows:

(i) Voltage magnitude: For buses 1, 5, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 28, 29, 31, and 32, DBFS delivered
inaccurate voltage magnitudes. MBFS returned inaccurate solutions for buses 13, 22,
27, and 30. In contrast, ABFS provided accurate bus voltages for all buses. As a result,
we can conclude that ABFS calculated bus voltages with a higher level of accuracy
than other methods.

(ii) Active and reactive generation: DBFS provided inaccurate solutions in all droop buses
such as buses 1, 6, 13, 25, and 33.

Therefore, ABFS produced more accurate outcomes than MBFS or DBFS.
With DBFS, the estimated reactive power at DGs was slightly different than with

MBFS or ABFS. There is a good explanation for it in [21], so there is no need to discuss it
here. Meanwhile, ABFS and MBFS fully incorporated the DG’s droop characteristic in their
structure, resulting in values that were closer to the values of PSCAD/EMTDC.

For a further analysis of the differences among ABFS, MBFS, and DBFS performance,
we show the dynamics of the AR bus’s voltage magnitude frequency and operating system
frequency with time in Figure 3. According to this figure, ABFS required much less
computation time to converge than DBFS and MBFS. It is important to note that the main
reason for the disparity in computation time and dynamics is due to variations in the
algorithms’ basic structure. To accommodate the droop characteristics of the DG connected
to the reference bus, the system frequency and voltage magnitude of the reference bus is
revised in a loop in ABFS. In the backward sweep step of BSF, ABFS updates the generated
power to account for the other DGs’ droop characteristics. Compared to MBFS and DBFS,
ABSF’s structure minimizes computation burden, speeding convergence, due to the fact
that MBFS and DBFS recalculate the generated power of all droop-controlled DGs beyond
the scope of BSF’s loop. To compute the real and reactive power individually in DBFS,
separate loops are employed, increasing the computational burden and convergence time.
As shown in Figure 3, the variations of AR’s voltage magnitude and system frequency
were considerably larger with DBFS. As a result of the oscillatory behavior of the DBFS
and MBFS algorithms, these cannot achieve convergence quickly and are also unreliable in
difficult PF problems. Based on the outlined points, it can be concluded that ABFS has a
higher efficiency and higher robustness than DBFS and MBFS.
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Table 4. ABFS algorithm versus DBFS, MBFS, and PSCAD/EMTDC results for case33.

Bus
Voltage Magnitude (pu) Active Load (pu) Reactive Load (pu)

DBFS MBFS PSCAD ABFS DBFS MBFS PSCAD ABFS DBFS MBFS PSCAD ABFS

1 0.996 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
3 0.993 0.993 0.993 0.993 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
4 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16
5 0.991 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
6 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
7 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
8 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
9 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
10 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
11 0.995 0.995 0.995 0.995 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
12 0.996 0.995 0.995 0.995 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
13 1.001 1.001 1.000 1.000 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
14 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16
15 0.998 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
16 0.997 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
17 0.995 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
18 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
19 0.995 0.995 0.995 0.995 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
20 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
21 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
22 0.990 0.991 0.990 0.990 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
23 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
24 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
25 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
26 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
27 0.989 0.990 0.989 0.989 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
28 0.985 0.986 0.986 0.986 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
29 0.983 0.984 0.984 0.984 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
30 0.983 0.984 0.983 0.983 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
31 0.985 0.986 0.986 0.986 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
32 0.987 0.988 0.988 0.988 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
33 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

Max Error 0.001 0.001 – 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Active Generation (pu) Reactive Generation (pu)

1 0.996 0.997 0.997 0.997 2.494 2.502 2.502 2.502 0.978 0.967 0.967 0.967
6 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.981 0.980 0.980 0.980 0.904 0.909 0.909 0.909
13 1.001 1.001 1.000 1.000 1.707 1.701 1.701 1.701 0.931 0.893 0.893 0.893
25 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.981 0.980 0.980 0.980 0.904 0.909 0.909 0.909
33 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 1.304 1.301 1.300 1.300 0.916 0.948 0.948 0.948

Max Error 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.008 0.001 0.000 0.038 0.000 0.000

Pg Qg Pl Ql Ploss Qloss Freq. CT(s)

DBFS 7.467 4.633 7.430 4.600 0.037 0.033 0.919 0.521
MBFS 7.464 4.626 7.430 4.600 0.034 0.026 0.920 0.165

PSCAD 7.463 4.625 7.430 4.600 0.035 0.027 0.920 462.142
ABFS 7.463 4.625 7.430 4.600 0.035 0.027 0.920 0.018
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Figure 3. Convergence of the solution with respect to computation time.

6. Comparison with NTR and MNR

This section compares the performance of the ABFS algorithm with Jacobian algo-
rithms, namely, MNR and NTR, in order to establish its robustness.

We utilized three test systems, viz., case22, case38, and case69, as test systems for
analyzing the performance of MBFS, DBFS, MNR, and NTR. These test systems are de-
scribed in their reported papers [40–42], respectively, and Table 5 contains the data of the
droop-controlled DGs. In Table 6, we present the convergence time for DBFS, MBFS, NTR,
and MNR. Table 6 clearly illustrates that both DBFS and MBFS did not converge on a single
test case because of their dynamics characteristics. In all test systems, ABFS required less
time to converge than MNR and NTR because (i) the Jacobian matrix was not needed
to improve the solution, which was a computationally intensive procedure, (ii) the bus
admittance matrix was computed at each iteration in the NTR and MNR algorithms, while
the bus admittance matrix was not computed in the ABFS algorithm. Furthermore, for
case69, MNR did not converge at its solution since it took place at the intersection of the
unsolvable and solvable subregions.
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Table 5. Droop gains, nominal values, and operative mode of DGs and Qmax limit for the case22,
case38, and case69 test systems.

Test
System

Bus
Number 1/Sp 1/Sq ω∗ |V∗0 | Qmax

case22

5 0.005102 0.05 1 1 0.2

13 0.001502 0.03 1 1 0.3

15 0.004506 0.01 1 1 0.4

21 0.001502 0.02 1 1 0.4

case38

34 0.005102 0.02 1 1.01 0.9

35 0.001502 0.03333 1 1.01 0.6

36 0.004506 0.02 1 1.01 0.9

37 0.002253 0.05 1 1.01 0.3

38 0.002253 0.05 1 1.01 0.3

case69

1 0.005102 0.05 1 1.01 0.35

25 0.004506 0.05 1 1.01 0.45

29 0.002253 0.01 1 1.01 0.9

50 0.002253 0.1 1 1.01 0.6

60 0.005102 0.1 1 1.01 1.5

65 0.001502 0.03 1 1.01 0.9

Table 6. Computation time required to solve power flow for case22, case38, and case69 considering
the ABFS, MNR, NTR, MBFS, and DBFS algorithms. (NC: not converged).

System ABFS MNR NTR MBFS DBFS

22-bus 4.96× 10−3 6.35× 10−2 1.77× 10−2 NC NC
38-bus 3.01× 10−2 1.46× 10−1 3.48× 10−2 NC NC
69-bus 4.33× 10−2 NC 1.43× 10−1 NC NC

7. Discussion

We compared ABFS’s performance to that of NTR, MNR, DBFS, and MBFS over four
test systems. DBFS and MBFS succeeded in solving the PF problem on only the case33 test
systems. Therefore, in the case of the case33 test system, ABFS’s performance could only
be assessed against DBFS and MBFS. ABFS appeared to be more robust and rigorous than
DBFS and MBFS.

We previously pointed out that the major factor contributing to the divergence of DBFS
and MBFS was the fluctuations in the voltage magnitude and frequency of the reference
bus. In order to demonstrate this behavior, DBFS and MBFS were implemented on a simple
six-bus test system. In the case of DBFS and MBFS, all droop-controlled DGs produced
reactive power outside of their solvable range, leading to a divergence of the DBFS and
MBFS algorithms. Meanwhile, ABFS incorporated the deacceleration factors α and β to
dampen the oscillation of system variables. Therefore, the ABFS algorithm was able to
reach a smooth convergence when solving hard problems.

The Jacobian-based algorithms MNR and NTR both required an admittance matrix
to improve their solutions. With the increasing system size, the Jacobian matrix inverse
became more computationally expensive. The impact of this burden on computing was
also presented in Table 6. As shown in that table, with the increase in system size, the
computation time needed to converge also increased heavily. In addition to the Jacobian
matrix inverse calculations, admittance matrix calculations at each iteration also contributed
to computational complexity. ABFS did not require these intensive computations, so it
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converged faster than Jacobian-based algorithms. Further, the system size had little effect
on ABFS computation time, as illustrated in Table 6.

8. Conclusions

This paper presented an algorithm to solve the power flow problem of islanded droop-
regulated AC microgrids. This algorithm, named ABFS, was a variant of the well-known
BFS algorithm, which is extensively applied to the power flow analysis of distribution
networks that are connected to the main grid. It is important to note that our method did not
require the utilization of a slack bus that had a preset voltage and infinite power capability.
A methodology for updating the voltage and frequency deviations resulting from the
backward to forward sweep was proposed based on the droop functions. Following each
forward sweep, this update was distributed to every node, thus allowing power and bus
voltages to be modified via the droop function of each generation unit. Furthermore, two
adaptive deceleration factors were introduced to dampen the dynamics of the variables.
We compared the performance of ABFS against two other BFS variants, DBFS and MBFS,
in order to assess its consistency and effectiveness. Moreover, algorithms involving the
Jacobian, viz., NTR and MNR, were also included in the comparative analysis. It was
found that ABFS converged faster than other algorithms without compromising accuracy.
We also discussed how we could boost the speed of the algorithm by defining the initial
guess in a closed form. In general, the algorithm shared the same characteristics as other
grid-connected BFS methods, and by taking into account the network characteristics of
islanded microgrids, it enabled a more thorough analysis of islanded microgrids. In order
to validate the consistency of the solution, we compared the performance of the proposed
algorithm against the time-domain simulation of test systems in PSCAD/EMTDC. It is
evident from the results that ABFS yielded accurate solutions.
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